Welcome to the July edition of InCentral.

Each year, the winter period presents its challenges. Over the past few weeks we have started to implement key components of our Winter Demand Management Strategy to help increase access and capacity across our sites.

I would like to personally thank each and every one of you for your efforts during this busy time. We continue to provide a high standard of patient care, which is evident through consumer experiences such as those featured in this edition of InCentral.

The recent Reconciliation and NAIDOC week celebrations held across multiple CALHN sites allowed us to show our support to the local Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities. We were also able to reflect on our commitments to improving Aboriginal health and well being.

Finally, I am pleased to report that we achieved full accreditation in June. Thank you to all staff for their work in supporting the accreditation process over the past few months.

As always, I hope you enjoy reading this edition of InCentral which highlights recent consumer experiences, key achievements, events and more.

HELEN CHALMERS
Acting Chief Executive Officer
Central Adelaide Local Health Network

WANT TO SUBMIT A STORY?

If you would like to submit a story or provide feedback, please contact the CALHN Communications and Engagement Team.

Submission guidelines:

- Articles may focus on staff achievements, operational changes, hospital services, events, training and important updates.
- Articles should be between 400-800 words.
- If submitting photos with your article, please ensure they are of high resolution.
- Include your contact details with your submission.

All articles should be emailed to HealthCALHNCommunications@sa.gov.au.
NAIDOC WEEK

This year’s NAIDOC Week theme, ‘Because of Her, We Can’, recognises the significant roles Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander women have played – and continue to play - within the local community, as well as in local, state and national levels.

They are our Mothers, our Elders, our Grandmothers, our Auntyes, our Sisters and our Daughters.

Through the week, 8 July - 15 July, staff, patients and visitors took the opportunity to celebrate the history, culture and achievements of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, with performances and activities at the Royal Adelaide Hospital (RAH), The Queen Elizabeth Hospital (TQEH) and Hampstead Rehabilitation Centre (HRC). These included a Welcome to Country followed by Aboriginal performers, artists and health information stations with Troy and Shane Bond serving up a range of bush foods to taste such as crocodile, kangaroo, emu and buffalo meats alongside Damper with wild bush spreads.

Thank you to everyone who attended these events to celebrate and show support to our local Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities. Thank you also to the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Liaison (ATSIL) Unit for their coordination.

RECONCILIATION WEEK

Through 27 May - 3 June 2018, Central Adelaide Local Health Network (CALHN) proudly supported Reconciliation Week.

This year’s national Reconciliation Week theme “Don’t Let History Be A Mystery”, explored the history hidden below the surface, ready and waiting to be uncovered.

During the week, there were several painting displays and basket weaving activities at the Royal Adelaide Hospital (RAH) and The Queen Elizabeth Hospital (TQEH).

On Wednesday 30 May 2018, CALHN, in partnership with the South Australian Cricket Association, honoured the cricketing and nursing history and career of Faith Thomas at Adelaide Oval. Faith is the first and to date only Aboriginal woman to play cricket for Australia and one of the first Aboriginal graduates of Nursing.

Reconciliation is a responsibility that is shared by everyone in SA Health.

Reconciliation Week allowed everyone within CALHN to explore and understand our national identity and the place of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island histories, cultures and rights in our nation’s history.
Diagnosed at age nine with a rare form of soft tissue cancer called Rhabdomyosarcoma in 2009, Ruby spent the majority of her care in the Women’s and Children’s Hospital before transitioning to the Royal Adelaide Hospital (RAH) once she became a legal adult.

While Ruby spent many occasions at the RAH, also undergoing treatment in the Cancer Day Centre, her last 53 days of life were spent in Level 6E, Wing 1. “She was wonderful,” Nurse Unit Manager, Karen O’Dell said. “Her room was full of unicorns and pink. She loved pink.”

Although Ruby suffered a great deal of pain due to her illness, her constant optimism was a testament to her personality and strength. “It was her vitality. Everything was positive, and that was what struck you about her,” Karen said.

Towards the end of Ruby’s life, the staff on Level 6E Wing 1 wanted to create a memory for Ruby’s family that they could take home with them and cherish forever.

On Monday 21 May, staff in Level 6E Wing 1 at the Royal Adelaide Hospital (RAH) gathered together to celebrate ‘Ruby Day’, dedicated to the late Ruby Antoniadis, who sadly passed away at age 19 on Thursday 24 May.

Olympia, Ruby’s sister, also reflected on the care Ruby received during her time at the RAH. “Ruby always said that laughter is the best medicine,” said Olympia. “The friendships we formed with the nurses and the Spotless staff, especially Judy the Patient Support Services Assistant (PSSA) was incredible. Something we as a family will also hold onto for the rest of our lives.”

On Day 50 of her stay, now known as Ruby Day, Ruby’s family and friends came together to celebrate, eat, laugh and reflect, with activities ranging from hoop competitions, to balloon races with a total of $544 raised. With a sprinkle of pink in every corner, including staff outfits, cupcakes, biscuits, balloons and a Charlie Bear, Ruby described her day as being simply ‘the best’ to Karen.

Everyone from Wing 1 came together to celebrate, such as students, nursing, Spotless and night duty staff who created bright posters for Ruby in of course, her favourite colour pink.

Having such a young patient in their care was a different scenario for the staff on Wing 1, however, Ruby was admired from the beginning of her stay. “She brought so much to us. Ruby was different. That’s why we had the celebration, not because she was passing, but because it was her,” Karen said.
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The campaign, #CrazySocks4Docs, was started by Peninsula Health cardiologist Dr Geoff Toogood, who has championed mental health support for doctors after his own battle with mental illness.

In addition to wearing crazy socks, doctors at Hampstead Rehabilitation Centre (HRC) were asked by Dr Maria Paul, Senior Consultant Rehabilitation Physician SABIRS, to answer the all-important question “What helps you stay sane at work?.” Here are some of the responses doctors shared with their colleagues:

- Taking a walk at lunchtime
- Writing a to-do list
- Using a mindfulness app on my phone
- Debriefing with colleagues
- Taking a chocolate break
- The morning coffee ritual
- Regular check-ups... of my new phone

The campaign has been popular on social media with doctors from around the world as they post images wearing crazy socks, and reach out to their colleagues with words of encouragement and support. Here are some of the posts on Twitter:

@drnikkistamp-While it's great to wear #CrazySocks4Docs don't forget to go beyond that: take care of yourself, show compassion for colleagues & force actual change in a system that desperately needs it.

@SaraTMD-Want to know why physicians and medical trainees are flooding their Twitter feeds with #Crazysocks4docs? Because physician mental health has long been hidden and stigmatized leading to serious consequences such as mental illness, addictions and physician suicide.

@JdsTMD-Want to know why physicians and medical trainees are flooding their Twitter feeds with #Crazysocks4docs? Because physician mental health has long been hidden and stigmatized leading to serious consequences such as mental illness, addictions and physician suicide.

For many, Crazy Socks for Docs is a simple way to show support and care for their colleagues.

Dr Geoff Toogood

#CrazySocks4Docs

Crazy Socks for Docs Day was celebrated across Central Adelaide Local Health Network (CALHN) in June 2018, as part of the #CrazySocks4Docs campaign. Doctors and staff wore crazy socks to raise awareness of the mental health issues experienced by medical practitioners.

The campaign was started by Peninsula Health cardiologist Dr Geoff Toogood, who has championed mental health support for doctors after his own battle with mental illness.

In addition to wearing crazy socks, doctors at Hampstead Rehabilitation Centre (HRC) were asked by Dr Maria Paul, Senior Consultant Rehabilitation Physician SABIRS, to answer the all-important question “What helps you stay sane at work?” Here are some of the responses doctors shared with their colleagues:

- Taking a walk at lunchtime
- Writing a to-do list
- Using a mindfulness app on my phone
- Debriefing with colleagues
- Taking a chocolate break
- The morning coffee ritual
- Regular check-ups... of my new phone

While the responses varied considerably, as a collective, they showed that making time for the smaller things can make a significant difference to the working day.

Geoff Franklin

WHO WE ARE

Geoff Franklin

Having graduated from The University of Adelaide’s Dental School at the end of 1977, Geoff Franklin is currently spending his forty-first year working in the dentistry and public oral health sector.

While Geoff had always harboured an interest in working and living in the country, his career as a dentist kicked off in a mobile dental caravan in the Fleur Peninsula, Streaky Bay.

“In 1981-82, I worked in both public and private practices in Streaky Bay and I believe I was the first dentist to actually ever buy a house and live and work there. Prior to this, everyone was driving or flying in and out, so that’s my claim to fame,” Geoff says, laughing.

Geoff returned full time dentistry in 1983, firstly as a clinical dentist. During the 1990s, he then transitioned into middle management roles until 2000, when he spent his last official day in a clinical setting.

It was in 2007 when Geoff became the General Manager of the Statewide Dental Services division, which was followed by his current dual role as Executive Director of SA Dental Services (SADS) as well as General Manager, which he secured in 2013.

Geoff fondly looks back on his achievements throughout his career, which includes helping to maintain SADS’ reputation as an organisation that manages its budget and targets effectively.

As he continues to reflect, Geoff says, as he remembers a moment which almost stopped his dental career in its tracks.

In 1981 after borrowing a lawn mower in Streaky Bay and trying to change the height lever while the machine was running, Geoff’s hand was caught, resulting in a skin graft, the removal of many bits of splintered bone from a finger, three months off work and having to relearn how to write and use his dental instruments.

“It’s funny, things like that where you look back and think, wow my career could have been a lot different,” Geoff said.

While SADS may be a small organisation in the grand scheme of CALHN, with approximately 950 staff, Geoff credits his team for their many accomplishments over the years.

“It’s a real team effort; we’ve got a great culture. It’s the team and culture which makes it a great organisation to work in. We’ve always tried to achieve what we set out to do and what CALHN and SA Health expects of us,” Geoff said.

“On behalf of CALHN, I’d like to thank Geoff and wish him all the very best moving into retirement,” Helen Chalmers, A/CEO, CALHN.
Suicide prevention education and training

Over recent months, workers across the Central Adelaide Local Health Network (CALHN) Mental Health Directorate have been participating in Connecting with People suicide prevention training, held fortnightly at the Glenside Learning Centre.

Connecting with People is an internationally recognised, evidence-based suicide and self-harm mitigation and prevention training program. Developed in 2010 by UK Psychiatrist Alys Cole-King the program is designed for clinical use to assist people vulnerable to, and/or experiencing suicidal thoughts and distress. It is based on the premise that suicide is preventable and can be mitigated when workers have the appropriate knowledge, attitudes, skills and confidence and access to tools for intervention.

The Connecting with People philosophy places compassion, empathy and collaboration at the heart of every encounter with a person at risk of suicide. It provides training in the use of a suite of compassionate, person-centred clinical tools, and offers a standardised language to describe the nature and intent of suicidal thoughts, enabling greater clarity, accuracy and consistency to practice by clinicians.

The impact and value of training is being formally evaluated by Emily Blackman Mental Health Clinician and PhD candidate with the UniSA Mental Health and Suicide Prevention Research Group under the supervision of Professor Nicholas Procter, Chair: Mental Health Nursing.

The evaluation will reveal outcomes of suicide prevention education and training for CALHN workers. The training initiative and evaluation also forms a key part of the Best Practice Spotlight Organisation (BPSO) project led by Advanced Nurse Consultant Bernie Stefan-Rasmus and Clinical Nurse Jayne Sessions.

For more information on this research, visit the UniSA Mental Health and Suicide Prevention Research Group website.

Rehabilitation program for people with chronic lung disease

A Central Adelaide Local Health Network (CALHN) exercise and education program for people living with chronic lung disease is providing participants with the tools and support to improve their health, quality of life and independence.

Pulmonary Rehabilitation is a free, eight week program with twice weekly classes provided at The Queen Elizabeth Hospital (TQEH) and the Centre for Physical Activity in Ageing, Hampstead Rehabilitation Centre (HRC).

Exercise classes are supervised by qualified health professionals who closely monitor clients and ensure safety at all times. They are suitable for people who have not exercised in a long time and are personalised for the individual.

The education program assists clients to manage their chronic lung disease, providing information about a range of topics including lung conditions, the importance of exercise, respiratory medicines, breathing techniques and airway clearance, continence management, nutrition and health eating, energy conservation and community supports.

Prior to beginning in the program, clients need to attend a pre-rehabilitation assessment clinic, which will assess their suitability to take part. Referrals from all health professionals are accepted.

Further information and referral forms are available on the CALHN Intranet page under popular resources.

For more contact: Alicia Laborc
Telephone: (08) 7074 2842
Mobile: 0412 045 162
Pager: 1595

Exercise classes are supervised by qualified health professionals who closely monitor clients and ensure safety at all times.
Recognising our generous volunteers

In celebration of National Volunteer Week in May, The Friends of The Queen Elizabeth Hospital, and the volunteers at the Royal Adelaide Hospital (RAH) and Hampstead Rehabilitation Centre (HRC) were recognised for their generous contributions to Central Adelaide Local Health Network (CALHN).

Congratulations to those who received awards. We thank all volunteers for their continued commitment to supporting our local health network.

VOLUNTEER DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARDS

On Saturday 26 May 2018, the RAH and HRC Volunteers held their annual Reward and Recognition Luncheon at Adelaide Oval. It was a great opportunity to say thank you and recognise the volunteers for their service and efforts.

At the luncheon, Jenny Richter, Chief Executive Officer, CALHN presented the following Volunteer Distinguished Service Awards.

RAH

> Helen Poulainakis

Helen joined the RAH Volunteer Service Unit in May 2016 where she has volunteered as part of the Inpatient Wing and Guide teams. Helen is recognised for her outstanding contribution as a guide who has displayed significant growth and confidence whilst showing passion to learn and develop a comprehensive understanding of the hospital.

> Isabel Featherstone

Isabel joined the RAH Volunteer Service Unit in April 1999 and has since volunteered in various areas such as the wards, laundry services, craft trolley, Jessie Bradman Clinic and currently in the Volunteer Support and Wig Teams. Isabel has been involved in the Wig team since its establishment and displays exceptional passion and commitment to the running of its service. She also brings light and laughter to the team and has been a mentor to many new volunteers, passing on her knowledge, experience and guidance.

HRC

> Coralie Warner

Coralie first joined the volunteer service in September 2012 and has over the past five years has primarily volunteered as part of the Kiosk team at HRC. Coralie is always willing to assist in all areas and enjoys spending time with patients who have very little family support – even on her weekends.

> Josie Bugg

Josie first joined the volunteer service in August 2016 where she has primarily volunteered as part of the Escort Team at the HRC. Josie goes above and beyond to ensure patients are supported, assisted and feel comfortable in her presence. She has shown great personal growth by stepping out of her comfort zone and now helps to train other volunteers.
**AHMED’S STORY**

For the past 20 years, Ahmed Aripen has suffered from a case of gout, ultimately affecting his ability to walk while also experiencing pain. When Ahmed first attended Hampstead Rehabilitation Centre (HRC), he could only walk relying on a walker, which proved to be incredibly frustrating.

However, after meeting with the physiotherapists based at HRC, he was able to walk with a cane only days later, and was no longer dependent on his walker.

Ahmed credits the staff at HRC who worked closely with him during his rehabilitation.

“I feel I had been cared for, the staff really understood my pain. The nurses and physio helped give me hope that I would be okay and assured me I would walk again,” said Ahmed.

Three weeks after leaving HRC, Ahmed began the Rehabilitation In The Home (RITH) program, where physios visited him in his home to assist with his walking.

Throughout his journey, Ahmed maintained a positive outlook on his rehabilitation, saying “you just have to move on and try to work harder, that’s what the physios taught me. They also gave me the hope that I can actually do more than I think I can,” said Ahmed.

On reflection, Ahmed believes the experience reminded him to be resilient as well as grateful.

“It was an eye opener for me. I thought, I’m not the only one who is feeling this way, there are other people worse than me, I think we should all appreciate what we have and be thankful,” Ahmed said.

Since his experience at HRC and his involvement in the RITH program, Ahmed is on the road to recovery and feels he has made great progress.

“Before, my walking would be affected every three to four days, but since my rehabilitation, I can see myself getting better and better every day. I really enjoyed my time at HRC and I’d like to say thank you so much to the staff for all their support, patience and understanding.” Ahmed said.

---

**Central Adelaide Local Health Network (CALHN) Mental Health Directorate (MHD)**

A group of staff from the Central Adelaide Local Health Network (CALHN) Mental Health Directorate (MHD) with their own personal experiences of living with, or caring for someone with a mental illness, are playing a key role in connecting with consumers.

The Lived Experience Workforce is a unique and invaluable group of employees comprising of mental health consumers and their families, drawing on their own experiences to deliver consumer feedback mechanisms which are then nationally validated tools providing a continuous feedback loop that incorporates local action planning and service development all the way to MHD leadership team reporting. Survey responses are extremely valued and the directorate commends Colleen’s efforts.

The MHD continues to look at new, innovative ways to better partner with consumers, carers and our community.

On Saturday 26 May 2018, Inpatient Rehabilitation Services (IRS) held its bi-monthly family and carer afternoon tea. Offered as an informal get together, the sessions are organised and facilitated by IRS Carer Consultants, Paola Mason and Marita Raftery.

To participate in, and witness the peer support, the sharing of challenges and promotion of carer wellbeing was amazing,” said Alana.

Guest speaker and senior social worker, Alana Hansen was invited along to discuss options and pathways for accommodation following admission to IRS and was available to discuss the experience of NDIS so far, answering relevant questions carers had about these topics.

“A group of staff from the Intermediate Care Centre.

A group of staff from the Intermediate Care Centre, Ahmed and his daughter, Leia.
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International Yoga Day

International Yoga Day on 21 June was celebrated at the Royal Adelaide Hospital Yoga, with Craig Bossie, Manager Wellness and Spiritual Care arranging for instructors from on-site gym EFM to take morning and afternoon classes in the level 8 lecture theatre.

“Providing staff with the opportunity to practice yoga is about getting health care professionals to recognise that before they can take care of others, they need to take care of themselves” said Craig.

Special thanks to Ellen Mills from EFM for coordinating the day.

Hand Hygiene Competition

Winners of the Hand Hygiene Moment 2 Display Competition were announced on 14 June, with the Intensive Care Unit at The Queen Elizabeth Hospital (TQEH) and 9FW2 at Royal Adelaide Hospital (RAH) each being awarded a $50 Coles voucher.

The three judges admired the winning entries’ original and relevant depiction of the importance of hand hygiene before a procedure.

Lisa Upton, member of the judging panel and Nurse Consultant for the CALHN Infection Prevention and Control Unit was impressed by the standard of all 14 displays.

“The judges were particularly pleased to see the inclusion of pledges in several of the entries, which showed us that entrants clearly understood the seriousness of incorporating hand hygiene before a procedure.”

Biggest Morning Tea

The Cardiology Team at the Royal Adelaide Hospital held their first Australia’s Biggest Morning Tea on 24 May, raising over $600 for the Cancer Council.

Favourite dishes of loved ones who had suffered cancer were baked and shared with colleagues. Special mention must be made of the baking efforts of Kristie McInnes, who made a range of cakes, biscuits and organised the gourmet biscuit raffle draw which was won by Jo Yap from ICU Research.

Kidney, Transplant and Diabetes Research Australia Quiz Night

On Friday 1 June 2018 over 200 people attended a quiz night hosted by Channel Seven journalist Mike Smithson at Campbelltown Soccer Club to raise funds for Kidney, Transplant and Diabetes Research Australia (KTDRA).

The event raised over $6600 and continued the fundraising efforts of Theonie Roussianos who last year raised almost $50,000 when she organised a ball to raise awareness of Atypical Haemolytic Uraemic Syndrome, with which her husband Gerry was diagnosed in 2016.

While Theonie’s initial motivation to raise funds for KTDRA research was personal, she soon realised the importance of research not only for her family, but the community.

“I have met some wonderful people in different circles since Gerry’s diagnosis including patients and hearing their stories motivated me to do more and made me realise that this is bigger than us.”

It was a widely held sentiment on the night, with family of the two men involved in Australia’s first successful kidney transplant operation at The Queen Elizabeth Hospital in 1965 - Mr Domenic Centofanti and Mr Peter Tirimacco - in attendance, serving to highlight the longstanding legacy of research undertaken in this state.

National Palliative Care Week

The central Adelaide Palliative Care Service (CAPCS) showcased its services to the public during National Palliative Care Week 20-26 May with an interactive display in the Queen Elizabeth Hospital (TQEH) foyer and a short video focusing on the week’s theme of ‘What matters most?’.

In their display CAPCS invited the public to participate in an interactive card game ‘Dying to Talk’ designed to help people discuss their wishes and preferences for care at the end of life.

The CAPCS Team also took to social media, with staff participating in a short video that answered the question ‘What matters most to me’. The video performed incredibly well on social media ranking the second most viewed video on the SA Health Facebook page for the latter half of May.

In Celebration of International Yoga Day, staff practised yoga in the Lecture Theatre at the RAH.

Staff from the RAH Cardiology team at their first Australia’s Biggest Morning Tea event.

The Central Adelaide Palliative Care Service celebrating National Palliative Care Week at TQEH.

Staff from 9FW2 at the RAH who were joint winners of the ‘Hand Hygiene Moment 2 Display Competition’ with ICU at TQEH.
UPCOMING CALHN EVENTS

‘Hello my name is’ badges for patient-facing staff for International Hello My Name Is Day

‘Hello my name is’ badges will be made available to patient-facing staff across CALHN for Monday 23 July which is International Hello My Name Is Day.

To find out more and to see a thank you message from campaign co-founder Chris Pointon who presented to CALHN staff in March 2018, visit the Programs and initiatives section under About us on the CALHN intranet.

#hello mynameis founder, Chris Pointon, visited the RAH, TQEH and HRC in March, encouraging staff to get involved in the campaign.

In Australia, one woman a week is killed at the hands of a current or former partner. By hosting a White Ribbon Night between July 27 – 29, you could help raise valuable funds for White Ribbon Australia that contribute directly to critical violence prevention programs in schools, workplaces and communities. This is a great opportunity to get your friends together on the last weekend of July to help create a future free from violence and abuse in Australia.

There are numerous ways you and your friends can come together and raise funds in the effort to stop domestic violence, such as hosting a dinner or watching a footy game together. Visit the White Ribbon website to learn more.

UPCOMING CALHN EVENTS

End-of-life Essentials Online Training

The free online ‘End-of-Life Essentials’ training has now been extended until 2020 to include the development of three new online modules designed to support nurses, doctors and allied health professionals delivering end-of-life care in acute hospital environments.

The End-of-Life Essentials training provides evidence based peer reviewed learning modules that cover:

- Dying (a normal part of life)
- Patient centred communication and shared decision making
- Recognising end of life
- Goals of care
- Teamwork
- Responding to concerns

The training is provided by Flinders University. For further information or to complete the training, visit www.caresearch.com.au/EndofLifeEssentials.

Know the Signs and Speak Up to Help Stop Elder Abuse

Health workers, professionals and volunteers are being urged to speak up if they suspect elder abuse.

The call to act is part of the fourth annual Stop Elder Abuse campaign which begins each year on 15 June – World Elder Abuse Awareness Day – and is run by Office for the Ageing (OFTA).

Elder Abuse is an act that causes harm to an older person, carried out by someone the older person knows and trusts. This could be a family member, friend or carer. The harm could be accidental or deliberate.

Elder Abuse can be physical, emotional, financial, social, neglect, sexual or chemical.

Health workers are often in a position to see the early signs of abuse but may not know how to recognise it or where to go for information and support.

If you have concerns about an older person you know, call the SA Elder Abuse Prevention Phone Line Support and Referral Service on 1800 372 310 for free, confidential advice and support or seek further information at www.sahealth.sa.gov.au/stopelderabuse.

Health workers, professionals and volunteers are being urged to speak up if they suspect elder abuse.

The call to act is part of the fourth annual Stop Elder Abuse campaign which begins each year on 15 June – World Elder Abuse Awareness Day – and is run by Office for the Ageing (OFTA).

Elder Abuse is an act that causes harm to an older person, carried out by someone the older person knows and trusts. This could be a family member, friend or carer. The harm could be accidental or deliberate.

Elder Abuse can be physical, emotional, financial, social, neglect, sexual or chemical.

Health workers are often in a position to see the early signs of abuse but may not know how to recognise it or where to go for information and support.

If you have concerns about an older person you know, call the SA Elder Abuse Prevention Phone Line Support and Referral Service on 1800 372 310 for free, confidential advice and support or seek further information at www.sahealth.sa.gov.au/stopelderabuse.

Elder Abuse can be:

- Fear
- Sadness
- Neglect
- Stopped if you speak up

People experiencing Elder Abuse need your voice. If you’re concerned speak to someone today. Call the SA Elder Abuse Prevention Phone Line 1800 372 310

White Ribbon Night

In Australia, one woman a week is killed at the hands of a current or former partner. By hosting a White Ribbon Night between July 27 – 29, you could help raise valuable funds for White Ribbon Australia that contribute directly to critical violence prevention programs in schools, workplaces and communities. This is a great opportunity to get your friends together on the last weekend of July to help create a future free from violence and abuse in Australia.

There are numerous ways you and your friends can come together and raise funds in the effort to stop domestic violence, such as hosting a dinner or watching a footy game together. Visit the White Ribbon website to learn more.
Basic Life Support Blitz

Basic Life Support (BLS) Blitz sessions are coming up at The Queen Elizabeth Hospital (TQEH) and Royal Adelaide Hospital (RAH).

The BLS Blitz aims to bring all clinical staff up to date with their mandatory training requirements in an efficient and convenient way by providing 10-15 minute walk-in assessments. All clinical staff are welcome and bookings are not necessary. The upcoming session times are:

RAH
- 23 - 27 July 2018
- 26 - 30 November 2018

TQEH
- 23 - 27 July 2018
- 19 - 23 November 2018

HEADS OF UNIT (MEETING) EVENTS

Details for the next Heads of Unit (Meeting) event are as follows:

When: 25 July, 5.30pm to 6.30pm
Where: Level 9 Board Room TQEH and RAH 707025 (videoconference)

BASIL HETZEL INSTITUTE RESEARCH SEMINARS

Title: Cardiac-Obstetric Research in NHL: a brief snapshot

When: Wednesday 11 July, 12.00pm
Speaker: Emily Aldridge, Clinical Researcher, Northern Cardiovacular Research Group, Ipswich Hospital Network

Where: Level 9 Board Room TQEH and RAH 707025 (videoconference)

The 10-15 minute Basic Life Support Blitz sessions aim to bring clinical speed up to date with their mandatory training requirements.

STAFF PUBLICATION LIST

The following is a list of the latest TQEH/RAH Staff Institute (BHI) staff publications.

To request an article, please contact your site library.

TQEH staff - health.library@sa.gov.au
RAH staff - health.library@sa.gov.au

July Edition of inCENTRAL